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Report of the seminar „Using of Lok Yiu Wing Chun“ 
by Marcel Meyer 

 
Namborn, 7. to 8. october 2017, around 50 practitioners of Lok Yiu Wing Chun gathered for 
the first seminar in the new headquarter of the ELYWCIMAA. The seminar entitled „Using of 
Lok Yiu Wing Chun“was held in English1 due to the different countries of origin of the 
seminar leader‘s and participants: Si-Fu Petr Kozar (Brno) and Si-Fu Kamil Komm (Kladno) – 
both from the Czech Repubic; the participants from Croatia, France, Germany, Italy and 
Switzerland. 
 
As the title promised, it was about application and thus in general about the question how to 
use Lok Yiu Wing Chun (for self-defense): coping with attacks and physical contact – practical 
and pragmatic. The seminar leader’s let the participant learn how to confront physical 
contact situations in general and how to manage realistic situations of engagement with 
somebody else. They let the participants see, feel and try how to create a controlled, stable 
first contact (dim)2 and from there how to go further on. Long blocks of partner exercises 
followed short blocks of demonstrations and explanations. The seminar leaders stressed the 
importance of natural movements. The Participants could not but realize over the seminar 
that the basis for application is the whole Lok Yiu Wing Chun training with its forms, basic 
exercises, principles, rules and tips3. And then, the participant learned that application 
depends on key factors as balance, using the whole body (not only the arms) and the 
domination of the center (-line) in every and each moment of time. 
 
Mo man tai – it doesn’t matter: practice, don’t take it too serious, don’t focus on mistakes, 
try and keep on trying and love to do so. This circumscribes perhaps the atmosphere created 
by Si-Fu Petr Kozar and Si-Fu Kamil Komm with their encouraging and deepening 
explanations and corrections mixed with funny comments, jokes and comical scenes. 

                                                      
1 For the same reason this article is written in English (although my mother tongue is Geman). 
2 „Dim“ was the expression repeatedly used by Si-Fu Petr Kozar to explain how this first contact has to be 

executed, namely:in the same way as the kuen kuit dim dim cheng instructs:  
 
Dim dim cheng is one of the first kuen kuits practioners of Lok Yiu Wing Chun get familiar with. „Dim" can 
literally be translated with „point“, „cheng“ with „clear“. It means and instructs to execute every single 
movements for itself and complete it like a point (dim) as the ideal form completition. Then execute the next 
movements in the same way (dim). 
(Kuen kuits is Cantonese for „martial saying“, „fist poems“ or „fighting songs“ - they are „words of wisdom“ 
which capture often in poetic terms the finer attributes of Wing Chun passed on orally from one generation to 
the next generation). 
 
3 I remembered my Si-Gung Wilhelm Blech comparing once Lok Yiu Wing Chun and its application to writing: 
Before you can write, you learn single letters of an alphabet and practice them. Then you begin to combine 
these letters to single words and again practice that. Then you beginn writing single sentences. When you have 
learnt the whole alphabet you are able to begin writing more and more freely. He then stressed, you have the 
learn and practice the letters of the alphabet in the first place before you can combine them to words and 
sentences. Second he emphasized that you combine them better (= you write more properly) the more and 
better you practised everything. It is possible to derive from his comparison that you can begin writing early 
(albeit limited): when you have learnt some letters: you can combine them and write some words. And then 
you can deduce that writing is a process you can begin, but never accomplish. And as long as you practice you 
get better. 
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Shortly after the beginning of the seminar there was a tropical climate in the room although 
open windows. Within short spell the floor was wet and slipery and had to be mobbed up 
from time to time. This was the result of interested and motivated participants practicing 
and trying the best they could. 
 
And then there was the new headquarter of the ELYWCIMAA – formerly a restaurant, that 
the personal students of Si-Fu Wilhelm Blech bought and renovated. Like my Sifu Peter 
Steiner, they gathered for more than a year at least one weekend per month in bigger and 
smaller groups and did most of the necessary work on their own. At this point, a great thank 
you to my Si-Fu, my Si-Suks and each and every one, who helped. With all your work, time 
and effort – athough not finished yet - you did a great job and gave the old school of your Si-
Fu a worthy new home in the region, where he lived and operated. 
Me speaking for all the other participants: it was great practicing in this atmosphere with all 
the familier fotographes and objects from the old school like the pictures of the tea 
ceremony in which Si-Fu Wilhelm Blech offers and serves Master Lok Yiu a cup of tea. 
 
At the end of day two the participants were pretty exhausted with bruises all over the arms 
and sore muscles. At the same time every body was happy to have participated at this 
seminar and motivated to continue to practice Lok Yiu Wing Chun. There remained barely no 
questions, but deep impressions and outstanding role models of applied Lok Yiu Wing Chun 
by two humble Si-Fus, who stressed, that the chairs of masters are already taken by Master 
Lok Keng Kwong and Master Lok Keng Sang and never to forget by Master Lok Yiu (1922-
2006) and by their Sifu Wilhelm Blech (1952-2012). 
 
Me speaking again for the other participants: thank you very much Si-Suk-Ba Petr and Kamil! 
 

 
Yours Marcel Meyer, 
 
To-Dai of Sifu Peter Steiner, 
Instructor II in training 


